architecture + interior design

dubai

shanghai

bahrain

We, at dwp, are as passionate about delivering innovative, visionary design solutions, as we are about working in close collaboration
with our clients. Our multi-disciplinary, multi-cultural teams unite to provide a wealth of expertise, experience and know-how, in today’s
ever-changing, fast-paced and challenging environments. Our solid reputation and definitive successes are continually enhanced by an
innate ability to mobilise international resources and guarantee the highest levels of quality and service.

hong kong
bangkok

ho chi minh city

kuala lumpur

mumbai

dwp creates unique, memorable and compelling spaces, structures and environments, with the utmost respect for sustainability and our
clients’ architectural, interior design, functional and spiritual aspirations. We embrace even the most challenging of locations with equal
fervour and flexibility, as we play our part in shaping the future. Thorough research and enquiry into each and every stage of every single
project ensures we maintain exacting levels of knowledge and understanding. With our vast international and award-winning experience,
we are an efficient, dedicated and service-oriented team, proudly presenting our best iconic designs, time and again.

sydney

new delhi
melbourne
singapore
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essence

architecture + interior design
From small, voracious, entrepreneurial beginnings, since 1994, dwp has flourished into an award-winning, one-stop integrated design
service, with global reach. Even in the most challenging of locations, over 450 multi-cultural professionals work together to deliver
architecture, interior design, planning and project coordination, across borders, to the highest international standards.

dwp design philosophy
•

Simplicity + Elegance
Provide simple, elegant solutions, responding to material, spiritual and cultural requirements.

•

Challenge + Enquiry
Question conventions and norms, engaging in thorough research and enquiry, throughout the design process.

•

Innovation + Engagement
Experiment, explore and continually generate unique and exciting ideas, setting new benchmarks.

•

Connectivity + Collaboration
Exchange knowledge and encourage the global free flow of ideas, communicating with and seeking out new talent sources.
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portfolios

dwp integrated design services, including architecture, interior design, graphic design, planning, project coordination, feasibility
studies, turnkey design and construction, are divided into three distinct dwp portfolios, encompassing, managed and driven by the
different dwp studios across the globe. dwp portfolios and studios ensure dwp delivers projects, every time, that retain the qualities of
a highly focused and specialised service, while offering diversity, flexibility and creativity over a broad spectrum.

lifestyle

community

work

quality
assurance

dwp

quality assurance. dwp has proudly achieved ISO9001:2000 for all areas of business, including architecture, interior and graphic
design, project coordination and turnkey construction. This clearly demonstrates that the highest international standards of quality and
customer satisfaction are the driving forces behind dwp delivering only the very best designs and service.
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lifestyle

The ‘lifestyle’ portfolio is all about living life to the maximum. The dynamic of changes and trends impacting our daily lives shows
the world in a state of constant transition. Demographic patterns and social structures influence today’s travel, living and buying
experiences. Society enjoys a seamless blend of both sensory aesthetics and functionality in all recreational, travel, shopping and
living arenas. dwp strives to ensure that delicate balance is fused with current and future needs of the appropriate target audience:

•

hospitality
dwp designs hospitality spaces that set the scene for living, relaxation, dining and enjoyment. Reflecting the diverse lifestyles,
cultures and cities, dwp has conceived and implemented inspirational, award-winning projects.

•

residential
dwp innovates residential designs via concerted and conscientious efforts to generate sustainable living and unrivalled quality, all
suited to the client’s individual needs.

•

retail
dwp aims to create comfort, convenience and a positive, memorable shopping experience for the consumer, whilst best presenting
the brand, merchandise and appropriate technology for its clients.
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hospitality

Grand Hyatt Macau
Macau, China
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Capital Club
Bahrain, Dubai
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residential

Ambassador’s Residence
Singapore
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Zero Five Five Residences
Dubai, UAE
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retail

retail

Louis Vuitton
Bangkok, Beijing, Kuala Lumpur, London

BMW Showroom
Bangkok, Thailand

architecture + interior design dwp retail
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•
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community

The ‘community’ portfolio encompasses all that is related to the infrastructure of communal spaces, whether public or government
buildings, learning facilities or health and wellness centres and transport-related infrastructure projects. dwp remains at the forefront
of changes, driving the need for innovative designs in these areas. Shaping environments and instilling a sense of belonging and
togetherness are also key, which dwp fully appreciates:

•

civic
dwp understands the important role civic buildings play in the community. They express the cultural values and aspirations that
reinforce national, community identity. Designs must at once accommodate, facilitate and interpret, as well as reinforce, a strong
sense of community and pride.

•

education
dwp has designed education and training facilities across Asia and Australia, catering to the changing culture of education and its
patterns and partnerships.

•

health
dwp brings a high level of technical competence and a thorough appreciation of client objectives to each healthcare project, as well
as a proven track record in designing efficient, cost-effective buildings to tight deadlines.
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civic

Makkah Gateway Craft Village
Saudi Arabia
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Ayala Museum
Manila, The Philippines
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education

Kincoppal Rose Bay School
Sydney, Australia

Crystal Design Centre
Bangkok, Thailand

Finalist, Public Space Category
FX Interior Design Awards 2010
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health

Bumrungrad International Hospital
Bangkok, Thailand

Seven Hills Hospital
Mumbai, India

Silver Prize Winner, APIDA Awards 2008, Hong Kong
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work

The ‘work’ portfolio defines a significant sphere of life, in which the world spends increasing amounts of time and throughout which
the dynamics are in constant flux. The right working environment, more than ever, is crucial to an organisation’s success. Design ideas
can improve productivity, quality, product and service delivery, employee retention and knowledge sharing. dwp seeks to harmonise
and harness the power of the surrounds, which, when unified with a company’s brand and image, can inspire success, confidence and
positive emotions for all involved:

•

banking + finance
dwp produces intelligent, tailored solutions for any scale of organisation in this industry. A rigorous approach to each project, large
or small, is applied by a dedicated, experienced design team, highly specialised in this field. Function drives all aspects of design,
merged with precise aesthetics, in order to promote maximum long-term flexibility, within any given space.

•

workplace
dwp personally appreciates that today’s corporate workplace is a bustling, stimulating, inspirational environment, for smart, effective
and knowledgeable work teams. Designs need to reflect the corporate brand and culture, as well as emulate success and promote
employee satisfaction.
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banking + finance

Aviva
Singapore
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HSBC
Bangkok, Hanoi, Singapore
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workplace

Zain
Bahrain, Nigeria, Sudan, Tanzania

Thomson Reuters
Bangkok, Beijing, Manila, Singapore

Finalist of Design For Asia Award 2006, Hong Kong
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planning

The extensive research, design and development of sustainable urban space layouts is of increasing value in today’s fast-paced
world. dwp specialists implement cross-border, multi-disciplinary collaborative skills, for a methodical approach to the design and
implementation of masterplanning.
dwp planning conducts feasibility studies, with extensive research into physical, social, economical, technological and ecological
viability and constraints, with an analysis of the land and landscape to be developed. dwp explores all influences that may impact the
masterplan and facility development. This can also include plans for scope of work, costs and, where necessary, optional ideas, for
all project types.
Whether a new-build or redevelopment, this results in creative, dynamic concepts and site plans, providing a solid, thorough framework
for land development decision-making, to enable dreams to turn into reality, or offering exciting alternative strategies and vision.

Lilanz Creative Centre, Xiamen, China
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project coordination

To complete any project successfully requires careful, meticulous planning, organisation and coordination of both people and
resources. dwp optimises all of the variables involved, in order to accomplish the tasks, objectives and goals, to stay on track, on
time and to budget, with the highest quality and service in mind. From planning, through execution, to handover, dwp responds to the
needs of the client, providing leadership, internal and external liaison, advice, cooperation and collaboration, bringing together the
right skilled people with an interactive approach.

EverRich Apartments, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

Crystal Design Centre, Bangkok, Thailand
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art

Whether the starting point for inspiration around which a space is created, or to enrich the visual ambience of any surroundings,
experience and share art in all its glory and many varied forms.
Keith Sonnier
Pfarrkirche Steyr-Restof
Austria

dwp art enhances and promotes creation at all levels. Melding together design and art, materials and presentation, dwp art transforms even
the most exemplary into the utmost extraordinary. dwp provides art specification, space and acquisition services to fit, fill, inspire, project,
rejuvenate and to suit all tastes, surfaces and spectrums.
For anything from light, visuals, sculpture, photography, installations, pictures, paintings and 3-D, dwp advises and sources what the
heart, vision and space desires.
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D2 Baraquda, Bangkok, Thailand

eco

Evason Spa
Hua Hin, Thailand

Awards

As architects and designers, dwp is central to the process of planning and building cities, communities and the spaces within. dwp
feels a strong sense of duty to demonstrate leadership in striving for economically viable and environmentally sustainable solutions,
together with its clientele. Sustainability is an integral part of the dwp brand, with many LEED (Leadership in Energy & Environmental
Design – the internationally-recognised, green building certification system) accredited professionals, reaching out to people and
their well-being. dwp is also a member of the non-profit organisation USGBC (United States Green Building Council), dedicated to
sustainable building design and construction. dwp acknowledges and addresses its commitment to sustainability in both design
processes and business practices, and works toward achieving ‘Climate Neutral’ solutions.
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care

For dwp, sustainability also involves the act of caring for the health and well-being of local and global communities, within the dwp
network. The dwp care programme is part of their sustainable initiatives and corporate responsibilities scope.
dwp care is an initiative founded and supported by dwp, providing education and financial support for orphans and underprivileged
children. Every dwp employee and partner shares a responsibility to provide lasting benefits for and to enhance the well-being of these
children.
dwp care welcomes the participation and voluntary support of business associates, clients and partners, in any and all of the dwp care
activities, events and interests. For further information and details on how you can help contribute, please contact your local dwp office.
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clients

lifestyle

community

work
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India (New Delhi)
5th & 6th Floor
Technopolis Tower B
DLF Golf Course Road
Sector 54, Gurgaon
122002 India
Tel: +91 124 462 6036
Fax: +91 124 437 5888
Email: india@dwp.com

Thailand (Head office)
The Dusit Thani Building
Level 11, 946 Rama IV Road
Bangkok 10500, Thailand
Tel: +66 2267 3939
Fax: +66 2267 3949
Email: thailand@dwp.com

China
Suite 707, No. 220
Middle Sichuan Road
Shanghai 200002 PR China
Tel: +86 21 6321 9376
Fax: +86 21 6321 9370
Email: china@dwp.com
Hong Kong
2nd Fl, 28 Wing Lok Street
88 Commercial Building
Hong Kong
Tel: +852 3104 8428
Fax: +852 3106 4128
Email: hongkong@dwp.com

Bahrain
Building 28, Rd 351, Blk 326
Manama / Al Qudaibiya
Kingdom of Bahrain
Tel: +973 1774 9700
Fax: +973 1774 9711
Email: bahrain@dwp.com

Vietnam
3A-3B Ton Duc Thang
Ben Nghe Ward, District 1
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Tel: +84 8 3910 0690
Fax: +84 8 3910 0691
Email: vietnam@dwp.com

United Arab Emirates (UAE)
Units 3602-3604, Liwa Heights
Jumeirah Lakes Tower
Sheikh Zayed Road
PO Box 54218 Dubai, UAE
Tel: +971 4434 2386
Fax: +971 4434 2385
Email: uae@dwp.com

India (Mumbai)
Level 8, Raheja Towers
Bandra Kurla Complex
Bandra (E), Mumbai
400059 India
Tel: +91 22 4090 7313
Fax: +91 22 4090 7313
Email: india@dwp.com

Singapore
408 North Bridge Road
#02-00
188725 Singapore
Tel: +65 6323 2680
Fax: +65 6323 2270
Email: singapore@dwp.com
Malaysia
118, 20th Fl, UBN Tower 10
Jalan P Ramlee 50250
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel: +603 20725272
Fax: +603 20725277
Email: malaysia@dwp.com

Australia (Sydney)
Level 39
2 Park Street
Sydney, NSW 2000
Australia
Tel: +61 2 9004 7173
Fax: +61 2 9004 7177
Email: australia@dwp.com

Australia (Melbourne)
Level 7, 10-16 Queen Street
Melbourne, Victoria
Australia 3000
Tel: +61 3 8611 3200
Fax: +61 3 8611 3299
Email: australia@dwp.com
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